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AcademicFocus (AF) is a comprehensive resource of English-language content from 
China, including original English-language academic journals published in mainland 
China, select content from top Chinese academic journals translated into English, and 
English-language proceedings from conferences held in mainland China, providing 
professional readers with Chinese academic viewpoints and scientific research findings 
beyond the research of other common databases. AcademicFocus compiles China’s 
foremost social science and STM achievements in English for overseas enterprises, 
colleges, and academic research institutions, all available via an intuitive English-
language user interface.
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China Research Gateway (CRG) presents the full spectrum of Chinese research, with exhaustive representation of STEM, 
social science, and humanities disciplines. Featuring an unparalleled breadth of sources, including scholarly journals, 
monographs, statistical publications, government documents, newspapers, dissertations, conference proceedings, 
patents, and many other content types, CRG offers a centralized means for discovery and access to this rich trove of 
research, specifically tailored to serve the needs of North American scholars and institutions. 
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�� Academic Journals
• Over 190 original English-language journals published in China
• Select articles from over 250 top Chinese academic journals translated into English 
• Over 300,000 articles total
• Longest time span of English journals from China, with the earliest journals tracing back to 1935

�� Conference Proceedings
• Over 6,000 proceedings of conferences, from 1985 on 
• Over 515,000 papers total 

�� Content in AcademicFocus is categorized among 10 series, 168 subjects, and over 3,000 sub-subjects, according to 
Chinese Library Classification:

�� In the humanities and social sciences, AcademicFocus collects journals sponsored by top Chinese universities and 
government think tanks such as the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and provides first-hand research materials 
about modern Chinese studies, traditional Chinese culture, and Chinese scholars’ views on international issues.

�� With topics concerning science and technology, AcademicFocus includes journals sponsored by the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences, China Association for Science and Technology, and top universities of science and technology, helping 
readers keep abreast of cutting-edge Chinese fundamental research, basic applied research, and advanced engineering 
technologies.

�� AcademicFocus features professional editing and intelligent push for new and relevant content, making research more 
effective and efficient.


